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Abstract

We have developed a new specialized version of the fast multipole method (FMM) for dipolar systems. For this

purpose we have derived general expressions of the multipole expansion coefficients (in spherical coordinates) for a

system of point dipoles with the potential jdipB1=r2: Our version is especially useful for simulations of fine magnetic
particle systems (magnetic nanocomposites, ferrofluids), molecular dipolar fluids or electric dipolar glasses.
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1. Introduction and motivation

The fast multipole method (FMM) allows for a

certain class of matrices to perform the matrix-vector

multiplication in OðNÞ instead of OðN2Þ operations with
any desired accuracy. Since the constant prefactor in this

OðNÞ-dependence is quite large, the FMM is practically

suitable only for large-scale simulations. It has been

proved to be very useful by simulation of systems with

long-range interactions (molecular fluid dynamics,

electrostatics, astrophysics etc.) as well as for numerical

solution of partial differential equations (acoustics). By

the simulation of dipolar systems, however, this method

has been barely used probably due to the following two

reasons.
(A)
 The standard FMM-technique [1] is based on the

well-known series expansion of the function 1=r

and so can be applied to the evaluation of

corresponding potentials and/or forces (electro-

statics or gravity). The potential of a magnetic

dipole decays, however, as B1=r2 and so the
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analytical derivation of its multipole expansion is

not straightforward; up to our knowledge the

corresponding general expression was not derived

up to now. The only relevant attempt to use FMM

for dipolar systems was made by Kutteh et al. [2],

where a few first multipole expansion coefficients

for dipolar systems were calculated manually (in

Cartesian coordinates), which obviously imposes a

strong limitation on the expansion order and limits

the accuracy of simulations.
(B)
 As an alternative to FMM a quite powerful method

for simulation of dipolar systems—the Ewald

method (EwM) exists (see, e.g., Ref. [3]). Its

standard version is very time consuming ðOðN2ÞÞ;
but some time ago new versions with the operation

countB O(N 3/2) (3/2-EwM) or evenBO(N logN)

were developed [3].
In this article we present the analytical expression of

multipole coefficients for magnetic potential and com-

pare the computational costs of the FMM and the 3/2-

EwM. We have found that the FMM is comparable with

3/2-EwM even for moderate systems (B104 particles)
and is definitely faster than 3/2-EwM for large-scale

simulation (N>3� 104).
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Fig. 1. Comparison of times necessary for one evaluation of the

dipolar field on all particles using various methods (see legend)

on the particle number (simulations performed on an Athlon

2.7GHz PC with 1GB RAM).
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2. Analytical expression for the multipole coefficients of

the dipolar magnetic potential

To demonstrate how to evaluate multipole coefficients

for the dipolar potential, let us first consider a system of

N charges qi located at the points Qi ¼ ðri; ai; biÞ; i ¼
1yN: We can evaluate the electrostatic potential of
such system at the point P ¼ ðr; y;jÞ; r > ri; using the
well-known series expansion

1

r0i
¼

XN
n¼0

rn
i

rnþ1 Pnðcos giÞ;

where r0i ¼ r� ri; gi is the angle between the vectors r

and qi; Pn are Legendre polynomials. The resulting

expansion of the potential is

FðPÞ ¼
XN

i¼1

qi

XN
n¼0

rn
i

rnþ1Pnðcos giÞ

¼
XN
n¼0

Xn

k¼�n

Mk
n

Y k
n ðy; fÞ
rnþ1 ;

where

Mk
n ¼

XN

i¼1

qirn
i Y�k

n ðai; biÞ

are multipole coefficients and Y k
n denote spherical

functions. The FMM uses these coefficients for calcula-

tion of a far-field contribution to the potential (the near-

field part is evaluated by the direct summation). Our aim

is to evaluate these coefficients for a system of dipoles.

Afterwards they will be used in the dipolar FMM-

version in the same way as in electrostatics.

We consider now a system of N magnetic dipoles li at

the points Qi ¼ ðri; ai; biÞ; i ¼ 1yN: We build each
dipole as a limit of the following standard construction:

two charges qþi ¼ qi and q2i ¼ 2qi are located at points

Qþ
i ¼ ðrþi ; a

þ
i ; b

þ
i Þ and Q2

i ¼ ðr2i ; a
2
i ; b

2
i Þ connected via

the vector 2di (so that qi
+= qi +di and qi

–= qi�di). The

length di-0 and the charge magnitudes qi-N so that

the product 2diqi=li qi�di remains constant. Next we

write down the potential in the same way as in

electrostatics and expand the corresponding expression

at the points Qi over small parameters di and pairs of

angles appearing due to the introducing of small vectors

di. After tedious but straightforward calculations we

obtain the final expression for multipole coefficients:
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Here we would like to discuss briefly the convergence of

the multipole expansion series. In electrostatics taking p

moments (FðPÞE
Pp

n¼0

Pn
k¼�n Mk

n Y k
n ðy; fÞ=rnþ1), we

achieve the accuracy of the order ða=rÞpþ1; where a

is the radius of the sphere which includes all charges. Using

the same technique as by evaluation ofMk
n one can derive

the corresponding error for the magnetic potential which is

of order p2ða=rÞpþ1: This rate is slightly worth than in
electrostatics, but it does not lead to any complications.
3. Implementation and speed comparisons

The expression for multipole coefficients of magnetic

dipolar potential should be utilized in exactly the same

way as its counterpart from electrostatics. So one can

use for his simulation an arbitrary FMM-algorithm

from the numerous ones developed for other areas of

physics. We have implemented a quite optimal (with

tabulations of the most time consuming calculations)

version of the original Greengard–Rokhlin method [1].

We have performed our simulations taking p=3, 4 and 5

multipole moments what corresponds to the accuracy
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region 10�3–10�4. For the speed comparison we have

used a standard implementation of the 3/2-EwM (we

thank Dr. D. Stock for providing the corresponding

routine) and performed the simulation with the same

fixed accuracy as by the FMM algorithm.

Simulations were performed for periodic boundary

conditions (PBC); the improved version of FMM

(reduced interaction list) for PBC based on those given

in Ref. [4] was used. Comparing simulation times

presented in Fig. 1 one can clearly see that depending

on the required accuracy our FMM-version for dipolar

systems becomes superior to the 3/2-EwM starting from

a few tens of thousands particles NBð20230Þ � 103:
Results of simulation of the ferrofluid dynamics based

on the FMM-version for dipolar systems described

above will be reported in future publications.
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